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1. Introduction

In the nonoverlapping approach to domain decomposition (cf. [10], [21] and the refer-

ences therein) the �nite element equation for an elliptic boundary value problem is reduced,

after parallel subdomain solves, to its Schur complement which involves only the nodal vari-

ables (degrees of freedom) on the subdomain boundaries. The condition number of the

Schur complement has been investigated for second order elliptic problems and conforming

�nite elements in [3] and [18], and for a �nite di�erence scheme for the biharmonic equation

on a rectangle with two subdomains in [11]. We present in this paper a general study of

the condition number of the Schur complement in the context of �nite element methods

which covers elliptic problems of any order and both conforming and nonconforming �nite

elements.

Let 
 be a bounded open polyhedral domain 
 � IRn (n = 2 or 3) and a(�; �) (the

variational form of the elliptic boundary value problem) be a symmetric bilinear form on

Hm(
) (m is a positive integer) which is de�ned by an integral over 
. We assume that

there exist positive constants C1 and C2 such that

(1:1) C1kvk
2
Hm(
) � a(v; v) � C2kvk

2
Hm(
) 8 v 2 V ;

where V is a closed subspace of Hm(
) and Hm
0 (
) � V .

Let Th be a quasi-uniform triangulation (cf. [12], [8]) of 
 and h = maxT2Th diamT .

Let 
 be subdivided into nonoverlapping polyhedral subdomains 
j (1 � j � J) whose
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boundaries are aligned with Th (cf. Figure 1). The union [Jj=1@
j of the subdomain

boundaries will be denoted by �.

Figure 1

The boundaries of the subdomains consist of faces when n = 3 and edges when n = 2,

and from here on we will refer to both as faces. Let Fj be the set of all the faces of


j . If F 2 Fj , then the trace map Tr
F
: Hm(
j) �! �m

k=1H
m�k+(1=2)(F ) is de�ned by

Tr
F
(v) = (v; @nv; @

2
nv; : : : ; @

m�1
n v), where n is the unit outer normal of F .

Let Vh � V be a (conforming) �nite element space associated with Th and Vh(
 n �)

be the subspace of v 2 Vh such that TrF (v) = 0 for all F 2 Fj and 1 � j � J . The skeleton

subspace Vh(�) � Vh is de�ned to be the a(�; �)-orthogonal complement of Vh(
 n �).

Note that functions in Vh(�) are completely determined by their traces on the sub-

domain faces. In fact, given any u 2 Vh, the unique function v 2 Vh(�) that satis-

�es Tr
F
v = Tr

F
u for all F 2 Fj and 1 � j � J is determined by the conditions that

v � u 2 Vh(
 n �) and a(v � u;w) = �a(u;w) for all w 2 Vh(
 n �). We can therefore

de�ne an inner product (�; �)h;� on Vh(�) by

(1:2) (v1; v2)h;� =

JX
j=1

X
F2Fj

m�1X
`=0

h2`(@`nv1; @
`
nv2)L2(F ) :

The Schur complement operator Sh : Vh(�) �! Vh(�) is then de�ned by

(1:3) (Shv1; v2)h;� = a(v1; v2) 8 v1; v2 2 Vh(�) :

Clearly Sh is a symmetric positive de�nite operator. The condition number of Sh is

�(Sh) = �max(Sh)=�min(Sh).

The main result of this paper states that, under certain assumptions on the subdo-

mains 
j and the �nite element space Vh, the following estimates hold:

C3d
�1h�2m+1 � �(Sh) � C4d

�1h�2m+1 ;

where d = max
1�j�J

diam
j , and the positive constants C3 and C4 are independent of h, d

and J .

In order to avoid the proliferation of constants, we will use from here on the notation

A <
� B (or B >

� A) to represent the statement that A � Constant�B, where the constant

is independent of h, d, J and the variables in A and B. The notation A � B means that

A <
� B and A >

� B.
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Let us examine a few examples at this point to connect �(Sh) to the condition number

of the usual Schur complement matrix. The descriptions of �nite elements below will follow

the conventions in [12] and [8].

Example 1.1. The variational form a(�; �) for the Poisson equation with homogeneous

Dirichlet boundary condition is de�ned by

a(v1; v2) =

Z



rv1 � rv2 dx 8 v1; v2 2 H1
0 (
) :

Some commonly used conforming �nite elements for this equation are the Q1 and P1
elements for n = 2, and the Q1 element for n = 3 (cf. Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4).

Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4

Let Vh be the corresponding �nite element space associated with Th, N = dimVh and

pj , 1 � j � N , be the vertices inside 
. Let �j be de�ned by �pj (p) = h�(n=2) when

p = pj and 0 for any other vertices of Th. Then f�jg
N
j=1 is a basis of Vh and we have

(1:4) kvk2L2(
) �

NX
j=1

x2j for v =

NX
j=1

xj�j :

The components of the sti�ness matrix A are given by

(1:5) aij = a(�i; �j) for 1 � i; j � N :

Let I be the index set of the vertices not in � (the internal nodes), and G be the index

set of the vertices on � (the skeletal nodes). Note that

(1:6)

JX
j=1

X
F2Fj

(v; v)L2(F ) � h�1
X
g2G

x2g for v =

NX
j=1

xj�j :

We can arrange the ordering of the pj 's so that the internal nodes come �rst, i.e., I =

f1; 2; : : : ; n
I
g and G = fn

I
+ 1; n

I
+ 2; : : : ; n

I
+ n

G
g where n

I
and n

G
are the number of

internal nodes and skeletal nodes respectively. The sti�ness matrix A can be written as

(1:7) A =

�
AII AIG

AGI AGG

�
;
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where AII, AGG and AIG = At
GI are the submatrices representing the interaction among

the basis functions corresponding to the two types of nodes. The Schur complement S of

the sti�ness matrix A is the matrix de�ned by

(1:8) S = AGG �AGIA
�1
II AIG :

A function v =
P

i2I xi�i +
P

g2G xg�g belongs to Vh(�) if and only if AIIx
I +

AIGx
G = 0, where xI = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn

I
)t and xG = (xn

I
+1; xn

I
+2; : : : ; xn

I
+n

G
)t. We can

therefore de�ne, for ` 2 G, a function ~�` 2 Vh(�) as follows:

(1:9) ~�` =
X
i2I

xi;`�i +
X
g2G

xg;`�g ;

where xg;` = 1 for g = ` and 0 otherwise, and the coordinates xi;` are determined by

(1:10) AIIx
I
` +AIGx

G
` = 0 :

Then f~�g : g 2 Gg is a basis of Vh(�). Moreover it follows from (1:2) and (1:6) that

(1:11)
�X
g2G

yg ~�g;
X
g2G

yg ~�g

�
h;�

� h�1
X
g2G

y2g :

In view of (1:5) and (1:7){(1:10), the components Sij of S are given by

(1:12) Sij = a
�
~�n

I
+i; ~�n

I
+j

�
for 1 � i; j � n

G
:

Let v =
Pn

G

j=1 yj
~�n

I
+j. We have, by (1:3), (1:11) and (1:12),

(1:13)
(Shv; v)h;�

(v; v)h;�
� h

ytSy

yty
;

where y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn
G
)t. The relation (1:13) among the Rayleigh quotients implies

that

(1:14) �(Sh) � �(S) :

Example 1.2. The variational form for the biharmonic equation on 
 � IR2 with ho-

mogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is de�ned by

a(v1; v2) =

Z



2X
i;j=1

(v1)xixj (v2)xixj dx 8 v1; v2 2 H2
0 (
) :

Some commonly used conforming �nite elements for this equation are the Bogner-Fox-

Schmit element (cf. [4] and Figure 5), the Hsieh-Clough-Tocher macro element (cf. [15]

and Figure 6) and the �fth degree Argyris element (cf. [2] and Figure 7).
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Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 7

Let Vh be the corresponding �nite element space associated with Th, N = dimVh and

fNjg
N
j=1 be the set of all nodal variables for Vh. For a nodal variable Ni that evaluates a

derivative of order k we choose the corresponding nodal basis function �i so that Ni(�i) =

h�k�1 and Nj(�i) = 0 for j 6= i. Note that with this choice of the �i's we have kvk
2
L2(
)

�PN
j=1 x

2
j and

PJ
j=1

P
F2Fj

P
`=0;1 h

2`(@`nv; @
`
nv)L2(F ) � h�1

P
g2G x

2
g for v =

PN
j=1 xj�j ,

where G (respectively I) is the index set for the internal (respectively skeletal) nodal

variables. The sti�ness matrix A =
�
a(�i; �j)

�N
i;j=1

can be written in the form of (1:7),

and its Schur complement S is de�ned by (1:8). A completely analogous argument shows

that (1:14) also holds here.

Remark 1.3. For simplicity we take V to be Hm
0 (
) in Examples 1.2 and 1.3. But the

assumption (1:1) on the variational form and hence the results of this paper are valid for

many other boundary conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The precise assumptions on the subdo-

mains and the conforming �nite elements are given in Section 2. The condition number

estimates for the Schur complements are established for conforming �nite elements in Sec-

tion 3 and extended to nonconforming �nite elements in Section 4.

2. Assumptions on the Subdomains and the Conforming Finite Element Space

We assume J � 2 (so that � \ 
 6= ;) and that there are a �xed number of reference

polyhedral domains Dk (1 � k � K), each with unit diameter, such that for each j there

is an invertible a�ne map �j which maps 
j to one of the reference domains Dk(j). Let

�j(x) = Ajx+ bj where Aj is a nonsingular n� n matrix. We assume that

(2:1) kAjk1 <
� d�1 and kA�1j k1 <

� d for 1 � j � J :

Note that in particular diam
j � d and we do not assume that the subdomains 
j form

a triangulation of 
 (cf. Figure 1).

We can state the trace theorem (cf. [17]) on the reference domains as follows.

Lemma 2.1. Let D be one of the reference domains. For any v̂ 2 Hm(D), we have

@�v̂
��
@D

2 H1=2(@D) for j�j � m�1 and
P
j�j�m�1 k@

�v̂kH1=2(@D)
<
� kv̂kHm(D). Moreover,

there exists �̂ 2 Hm(D) such that k�̂kHm(D) <�
P
j�j�m�1 k@

�v̂kH1=2(@D) and TrF �̂ = Tr
F
v̂

for all F 2 F
D
, where F

D
is the collection of all the faces of D.
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Combining Lemma 2.1 with the Bramble-Hilbert lemma (cf. [5]) we immediately

obtain the estimate

(2:2) j@�v̂jH1=2(@D)
<
� jv̂jHm(D) 8 v̂ 2 Hm(D) and j�j = m� 1 :

Lemma 2.1, (2:2) and a scaling argument using (2:1) then gives the following trace theorem

on the subdomains 
j .

Lemma 2.2. Let vj 2 Hm(
j). Then we have @�vj
��
@
j

2 H1=2(@
j) for j�j � m� 1,

X
j�j�m�1

dj�j
h
k@�vjkL2(@
j) + d1=2j@�vj jH1=2(@
j)

i
<
�

X
j�j�m

dj�j�(1=2)k@�vjkL2(
j) ;(2:3)

j@�vj jH1=2(@
j)
<
� jvj jHm(
j) for j�j = m� 1 :(2:4)

Moreover, there exists �j 2 Hm(
j) such that

X
j�j�m

dj�j�(1=2)k@��jkL2(
j) <�

X
j�j�m�1

dj�j
h
k@�vjkL2(@
j) + d1=2j@�vj jH1=2(@
j)

i
;(2:5)

Tr
F
�j = Tr

F
vj 8F 2 Fj :(2:6)

The following are the assumptions on Vh.

Interpolation Estimates

There exists an interpolation operator �h : V �! Vh such that

(2:7) j� ��h�jH`(
) <� hm�`j�jHm(
) 8 � 2 V and 0 � ` � m:

Moreover, �h has the property that for any F 2 Fj

(2:8) Tr
F
(�h�) = Tr

F
(�) if Tr

F
(�) = Tr

F
(v) for some v 2 Vh :

Inverse Estimates

(2:9) j@�vjH1=2(F )
<
� h�1=2k@�vkL2(F ) 8 v 2 Vh ; j�j � m� 1 ; F 2 Fj and 1 � j � J :

Nodal Variables of Order m� 1

The evaluations of all derivatives up to order m� 1 at the vertices are nodal(2:10)

variables of the �nite element.
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Remark 2.3. Since Vh � Hm(
), assumption (2:10) is natural. The estimate (2:9)

follows from standard inverse estimates (cf. [12], [8]) and interpolation between Sobolev

spaces (cf. [22]). The estimate (2:7) means that polynomials of degree � m� 1 are shape

functions of the �nite element. The construction of interpolation operators that satisfy

(2:7){(2:8) can be found in [14] and [20]. In particular all of these assumptions are satis�ed

by the �nite elements in Example 1.1 and Example 1.2.

3. The Condition Number Estimates for the Schur Complement

We begin with the estimate of the smallest eigenvalue of Sh.

Lemma 3.1. The following estimate holds.

(3:1) d (v; v)h;� <� a(v; v) 8 v 2 Vh(�) :

Proof. From (2:3) we �nd

(3:2) d

JX
j=1

X
F2Fj

m�1X
`=0

d2`k@`nvk
2
L2(F )

<
�

JX
j=1

mX
k=0

d2kjvj2Hk(
j)
8 v 2 Vh(�) :

Since h <� d and d � diam
, we deduce from (1:2) and (3:2) that

(3:3) d (v; v)h;� <� d

JX
j=1

X
F2Fj

m�1X
`=0

d2`k@`nvk
2
L2(F )

<
�

JX
j=1

mX
k=0

jvj2Hk(
j)
:

The estimate (3:1) follows from (1:1) and (3:3).

Lemma 3.2. If v 2 Vh(�), ~v 2 Vh and Tr
F
v = Tr

F
~v for all F 2 Fj and 1 � j � J , then

a(v; v) � a(~v; ~v).

Proof. Since ~v � v 2 Vh(
 n �), it follows from the de�nition of Vh(�) that

a(~v; ~v) = a
�
(~v � v) + v; (~v � v) + v

�
= a(~v � v; ~v � v) + a(v; v) :

The following lemma shows that (3:1) is the best possible estimate.

Lemma 3.3. There exists v� 2 Vh(�) such that

(3:4) a(v�; v�) <� d (v�; v�)h;� :

Proof. For � > 0 we de�ne 
� = fx 2 
 : dist (x; @
) > �g and �� = � \ 
�. We can

choose � to be so small that

(3:5) j�2�j >� d�1
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for subdomains that satisfy the assumption (2:1), where j�2�j is the (n � 1)-dimensional

Lebesgue measure of �2�.

Let f be a C1 function supported in a compact subset of 
 such that

(3:6) f = 1 on 
� :

Let ~v = �hf and v� 2 Vh(�) be de�ned by

(3:7) Tr
F
v� = Tr

F
~v 8F 2 Fj ; 1 � j � J :

It follows from (1:1), (2:7), (3:7) and Lemma 3.2 that

(3:8) a(v�; v�) � a(~v; ~v) <� kfk2Hm(
) :

On the other hand, condition (3:6) implies that ~v = 1 on all the elements that are

inside 
� (cf. Remark 2.3). We may also assume h to be less than �, otherwise the lemma

follows from Lemma 3.5 below. Hence v� = ~v = 1 on �2�. We deduce from (1:2), (3:5) and

(3:7) that

(3:9) (v�; v�)h;� � (v�; v�)L2(�) � (v�; v�)L2(�2�) >� d�1 :

The estimate (3:4) follows from (3:8) and (3:9).

Corollary 3.4. We have �min(Sh) � d.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (1:3), (3:1), (3:4) and the Rayleigh quotient

formula (cf. [13])

�min(Sh) = min
v2Vh(�)

v 6=0

(Shv; v)h;�

(v; v)h;�
:

Next we estimate the largest eigenvalue of Sh.

Lemma 3.5. The following estimate holds.

(3:10) a(v; v) <� h�2m+1(v; v)h;� 8 v 2 Vh(�) :

Proof. Let v 2 Vh(�) be arbitrary. By Lemma 2.2 there exists �j 2 Hm(
j) such that

(2:5) and (2:6) hold for vj = v
��

j
. Let � 2 Hm(
) be de�ned by �

��

j

= �j and ~v = �h�.

It follows from (2:6){(2:8) that

(3:11) Tr
F
~v = Tr

F
v 8F 2 Fj ; 1 � j � J ; and k~vkHm(
) <� k�kHm(
) :

By (1:1), (3:11) and Lemma 3.2, we have a(v; v) � a(~v; ~v) <� k~vk2Hm(
)
. It then follows

from (2:5) and (3:11) that

a(v; v) <� d1�2m
JX
j=1

X
j�j�m

d2j�j�1k@��k2L2(
j)(3:12)

<
� d1�2m

JX
j=1

X
j�j�m�1

d2j�j
h
k@�vk2L2(@
j) + d j@�vj2H1=2(@
j)

i
:

Since h <� d, the estimate (3:10) follows from (1:2), (2:9) and (3:12).

The following lemma shows that (3:10) is the best possible estimate.
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Lemma 3.6. There exists v� 2 Vh(�) such that

(3:13) h�2m+1(v�; v�)h;� <� a(v�; v�) :

Proof. In view of (2:10), we may without loss of generality assume that there is a point

p in some F 2 Fj such that the evaluation of @m�1n at p is one of the nodal variables of

Vh. Let v� 2 Vh(�) be de�ned by the property that (@m�1n v�)(p) = 1 and N(v�) = 0 for

all other skeletal nodal variables N .

By (1:2) and a scaling argument we have

(3:14) (v�; v�)h;� � h2m+n�3 :

On the other hand, (1:1), (2:4) and a scaling argument shows that

(3:15) a(v�; v�) >� jv�j
2
Hm(
)

>
�

JX
j=1

X
F2Fj

X
j�j=m�1

j@�v�j
2
H1=2(F )

>
� hn�2 :

The estimate (3:13) follows from (3:14) and (3:15).

Corollary 3.7. We have �max(Sh) � h�2m+1.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (1:3), (3:10), (3:13) and the Rayleigh quotient

formula (cf. [13])

�max(Sh) = max
v2Vh(�)

v 6=0

(Shv; v)h;�

(v; v)h;�
:

Combining Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.7, we have the following result.

Theorem 3.8. The estimate �(Sh) � d�1h�2m+1 holds under the assumptions on the

subdomains and the �nite element space stated in Section 2.

4. Extension to Nonconforming Finite Elements

Let Wh � L2(
) be a nonconforming �nite element space (i.e., Wh 6� Hm(
)) associ-

ated with Th. We assume that w
��
T
2 Hm(T ) for all w 2 Wh and T 2 Th. The variational

form a(�; �) cannot be directly applied to functions in Wh. Instead, we consider the bilinear

form ah(w1; w2) =
P

T2Th
a
T
(w1; w2) for all w1; w2 2 Wh, where aT (�; �) is the restriction

to T of the integral de�ning a(�; �).

The analog of (1:1) for Wh is

(4:1) ah(w;w) �
X
T2Th

kwk2Hm(T ) 8w 2 Wh :

Let N� be the set of the nodal variables of Wh on �. We de�ne Wh(
 n �) to be

the subspace fw 2 Wh : �(w) = 0 8 � 2 N�g of Wh, and Wh(�) � Wh to be the ah(�; �)-

orthogonal complement of Wh(
 n �). The functions in Wh(�) are completely determined

by the nodal variables in N� and we can de�ne an inner product (�; �)h;� on Wh(�) by

(4:2) hw1; w2ih;� = hn�1
X
�2N�

h2j�j�(w1)�(w2) ;
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where j�j is the order of di�erentiation in the de�nition of the nodal variable �. The Schur

complement operator Sh : Wh(�) �! Wh(�) is then de�ned by

(4:3) hShw1; w2ih;� = ah(w1; w2) 8w1; w2 2Wh(�) :

Remark 4.1. We can de�ne an inner product ((�; �))h;� on a conforming Vh(�) by

(4:4) ((v1; v2))h;� = hn�1
X

�2M�

h2j�j�(v1)�(v2) ;

where M� is the set of nodal variables of Vh on �. A scaling argument shows that

(4:5) (v; v)h;� � ((v; v))h;� 8 v 2 Vh(�) :

We prefer to use the inner product (�; �)h;� in the conforming case because the de�nition

(1:2) is simpler than (4:4).

Example 4.2. Some commonly used nonconforming �nite elements for boundary value

problems on IR2 are the nonconforming P1 element (cf. [16] and Figure 8) for second order

problems, the Adini element (cf. [1] and Figure 9) and the Morley element (cf. [19] and

Figure 10) for fourth order problems.

Figure 8 Figure 9 Figure 10

As in Examples 1.1 and 1.2, the condition numbers of the Schur complement operators

Sh for these nonconforming �nite elements are equivalent to the condition numbers of the

Schur complement matrices obtained from the sti�ness matrices.

Next we describe a framework that can derive condition number estimates for non-

conforming Schur complement operators from the estimates for conforming �nite elements.

We make the following assumptions on the nonconforming �nite element.

(A:1) The nodal variables of the nonconforming �nite element include pointwise evaluation

at points on the boundary of the element.

(A:2) There exists an interpolation operator �h : V �! Wh such that

(4:6)

"X
T2Th

j� � �h�j
2
H`(T )

#1=2
<
� hm�`j�jHm(
) 8 � 2 V and 0 � ` � m:
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(A:3) There exists a conforming �nite element space Vh that has the properties described

in Section 2 (cf. (2:7){(2:10)), and there exists an operator Ih : Wh �! Vh such that

kIhwk
2
Hm(
) �

X
T2Th

kwk2Hm(T ) 8w 2 Wh ;(4:7)

X
�2M�

h2j�j[�(Ihw)]
2 �

X
�2N�

h2j�j[�(w)]2 8w 2 Wh :(4:8)

(A:4) There exists a point p on some F 2 Fj such that w ! (@m�1n w)(p) belongs to

N� and v ! (@m�1n v)(p) belongs to M�. Moreover, if w 2 Wh has the property that

(@m�1n w)(p) = 1 and �(w) = 0 for any other � 2 N�, then (@m�1n Ihw)(p) = 1 and

�(Ihw) = 0 for any other � 2M�.

The following analog of Lemma 3.2 can be proved similarly.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose w 2 Wh(�), ~w 2 Wh and �(w) = �( ~w) for all � 2 N�. Then

ah(wh; wh) � ah( ~w; ~w).

Theorem 4.4. The estimate �(Sh) � d�1h�2m+1 holds under the assumptions (A:1){

(A:4) on Wh and the assumptions on the subdomains stated in Section 2.

Proof. By (1:1), (1:3), (4:1), (4:3){(4:5), (4:7) and (4:8) we have

(4:9)
(ShIhw; Ihw)h;�

(Ihw; Ihw)h;�
�
hShw;wih;�

hw;wih;�
8w 2 Wh :

The Rayleigh quotient formulas and (4:9) imply that

(4:10) �min(Sh) <� �min(Sh) and �max(Sh) <� �max(Sh) :

Next we want to show that

(4:11) �min(Sh) <� d :

Let f be as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, ~w = �hf and w� 2 Wh(�) be de�ned by

(4:12) �(w�) = �( ~w) 8 � 2 N� :

It follows from (4:1), (4:6), (4:12) and Lemma 4.3 that

(4:13) ah(w�; w�) � ah( ~w; ~w) <� kfk2Hm(
) :

Note that (4:6) implies that polynomials of degree � m � 1 are shape functions of the

nonconforming �nite element. Therefore ~w is identically 1 on all triangles T 2 Th that are

inside 
�. We may also assume that h � �, otherwise (4:11) follows immediately from the
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second inequality in (4:10) and Corollary 3.7. This means that ~w is identically 1 on 
2�.

We obtain from (3:5), (4:2), (4:12) and (A:1)

(4:14) hw�; w�ih;� � hn�1
X

�2N�;j�j=0

[�(w�)]
2 >
� j�2�j >� d�1 :

The two estimates (4:13) and (4:14) show that

(4:15) ah(w�; w�) <� d hw�; w�ih;� ;

which together with (4:3) and the Rayleigh quotient formula yield the estimate (4:11).

Let p 2 F 2 Fj be the point stipulated in the assumption (A:4). Let w] 2 Wh(�)

be de�ned by (@m�1n w])(p) = 1 and �(w]) = 0 for any other � 2 N�. According to the

assumption (A:4), the function ~v = Ihw] satis�es (@
m�1
n ~v)(p) = 1 and �(~v) = 0 for any

other � 2 M�. Let v� 2 Vh(�) be de�ned by

(4:16) �(v�) = �(~v) 8� 2 M� :

The function v� coincides with the one de�ned in the proof of Lemma 3.6. By (1:1),

Lemma 3.2, (3:13), (4:2), (4:4), (4:5), (4:7){(4:8) and (4:16), we have

(4:17) ah(w]; w]) >� a(~v; ~v) � a(v�; v�) >� h�2m+1(v�; v�)h;� >� h�2m+1hw]; w]ih;� ;

which together with (4:3) and the Rayleigh quotient formula imply that

(4:18) �max(Sh) >� h�2m+1 :

Combining Corollary 3.4, Corollary 3.7, (4:10), (4:11) and (4:18) we �nd �min(Sh) � d and

�max(Sh) � h�2m+1, and the theorem follows.

The framework described by assumptions (A:1){(A:4) can be applied to the noncon-

forming �nite elements in Example 4.2. It is clear that conditions (A:1){(A:2) are satis�ed

by these elements. The space Vh that appears in conditions (A:3){(A:4) comes from a

conforming relative of the nonconforming �nite element.

For the nonconforming P1 element, we can take its conforming relative to be the

P2 element. These elements are relatives in the sense that the shape functions of the

P1 element are also shape functions of the P2 element and the nodal variables of the

nonconforming P1 element are also nodal variables of the P2 element (cf. Figure 11).

Figure 11
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Let Wh be the nonconforming P1 �nite element space and Vh be the conforming P2
�nite element space. We can construct Ih : Wh �! Vh as follows. Let w 2 Wh. At a

midpoint m, (Ihw)(m) = w(m). At a vertex p, (Ihw)(p) = w(m), where m is an adjacent

midpoint (i.e., both p and m belong to the same edge in Th). If p 2 �, then we also choose

m from �.

For the Morley element, we can take its conforming relative to be the Hsieh-Clough-

Tocher macro element (cf. Figure 10 and Figure 6). Let Wh be the Morley �nite element

space and Vh be the Hsieh-Clough-Tocher macro element space. We can construct Ih :

Wh �! Vh as follows. Let w 2 Wh. Then (@nIhw)(m) = (@nw)(m) and (Ihw)(p) = w(p)

for any midpoint m and any vertex p. Note that rw is also well-de�ned for w 2Wh, and

we can de�ne (at a vertex p) [r(Ihw)](p) = (rw)(m), where m is an adjacent midpoint.

If p 2 �, then we also choose m from �.

A conforming relative for the Adini element is the Bogner-Fox-Schmit element (cf.

Figure 9 and Figure 5). Let Wh be the Adini �nite element space and Vh be the Bogner-

Fox-Schmit �nite element space. The operator Ih : Wh �! Vh is de�ned as follows.

Let w 2 Wh and p be a vertex. Then (Ihw)(p) = w(p), [r(Ihw)](p) = (rw)(p) and

(Ihw)x1x2(p) = 0.

It is straightforward in all three cases to check that conditions (A:3){(A:4) are satis-

�ed by Ih. We refer the readers to [6], [7] and [9] for some related estimates.

Therefore Theorem 4.4 can be applied to the nonconforming P1 �nite element dis-

cretization of the Poisson equation and the Morley and Adini discretizations of the bihar-

monic and plate bending problems.

Remark 4.5. The framework developed in this section can of course be applied to many

other nonconforming �nite elements. For example, it is applicable to the Wilson elements

(cf. [23]) for two- and three-dimensional elasticity problems, where we can take the relatives

to be the two- and three-dimensional Q2 elements.
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